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Upcoming Events: 
 

November 
 

Tot Shabbat Service 
Saturday, November 2nd 

9:00 am 

Location: Wilkoff Library 

Theme: Noah & the Ark 

 

Unity Shabbat 

Saturday, November 2nd 

10:00 am 

Location: Tamarkin 
Chapel 

Abbreviated service 
followed by guest speaker, 
Michele Perelman founder 
of the group, “Oneness.”  

See page 13 for more 
details. 

 

Shabbat Service with 
Youngstown Mayor, 
Tito Brown 

Friday, November 8th 

6:00 pm 

Location: Sanctuary 

See page 15 for more 
details. 

 

Family Simchat 
Shabbat Service and 
Dinner 

Friday, November 15th 

6:00 pm 

Location: Tamarkin 
Chapel  

See page 16 for more 
details. 

 

The mighty month of Tishri, with the holy days of Rosh Hashanah and Yom 

Kippur, along with the joyous celebrations of Sukkot and Simchat Torah, is 

now concluded. We move from the busiest month of the Jewish calendar 

year to the quietest one, the month of Cheshvan, with no feasts or 

celebrations to speak of.   It is a time to catch our breath from the frenetic 

pace of the last 30 days.   Time now to get bundled up and take walks in the 

colder weather, watch the leaves fall, drink some hot apple cider, and 

prepare for the long winter ahead.   Time now to pause and reflect on the 

gleanings of our spiritual harvest gathered in our hearts and minds from 

the holidays and festivals we have celebrated in the last month. 

 

The feedback I have received from our High Holiday services has been 

extremely positive.   Some of you were touched by the music, others by the 

contemporary prayers in the Machzor.   Some of you were moved by the 

heartfelt emotion of the Yizkor memorial service, others from the 

opportunity to come up to the Bimah during the final moments of Neilah.   

Those who attended the children’s services enjoyed the different approach I 

took this year to reach out to the younger group of children who now 

comprise the majority of our youth at Rodef Sholom.   Our Yom Kippur 

afternoon study session on living a meaningful and moral life, led by Karen 

O’malia and Audrey Schwebel, was, as always, a welcome opportunity for 

our congregants to express their own thoughts and feelings.   There were 

those of you who were uplifted by my Yom Kippur morning commentary on 

Psalm 27 with Bill Ambert singing the Hebrew in a soft undertone.   I was 

truly amazed by how one short minute made such an impact.   And of 

course, there were my sermons, which were also quite well-received.   I 

spoke about changes— the changes in our congregation that will take place 

over the next year ahead as well as the changes that each of us experienced 

personally in the last year.   My talks also covered the importance of doing 

acts of Tikkun Olam, the growing threats of gun violence and antisemitism 

in our country, and Yom Kippur as our annual morality check-up.   Over 

Continued on page 2 



 

 
 

 

Upcoming Events 

Cont. 

 

Shabbat Honoring 
Bob Golubich’s 
Retirement 

Friday, November 22nd 

6:00 pm 

Location:  Sanctuary 

Come celebrate our 
facilities coordinator, 
Bob, on his 40 years of 
service to the Temple.  
See page 17 for more 
details. 

 

Interfaith Prayer 
Breakfast 

Tuesday, November 26th 
7:30 am 
Location:  Mahoning 
Country Club 
 

Thanksgiving—
Office Closed 
Thursday, November 28th  
Friday, November 29th 
 

Community 
Hannukah 
Celebration at Rodef 
Sholom 
Sunday, December 15th 
5:30 pm 
Featuring the holiday 
magic of Magician and 
Illusionist:  David 
Anthony. 
Opening Warm-Up Act:  
World Famous Jewish 
Magician, Mordechai the 
Magnificent 
More details to follow. 
See page 18 for details. 
 

 

VIEW FROM THE PULPIT CONT. 

 

the course of summer, there were other critical issues that were on my list of 

potential sermon topics that ended up not making the cut. 

 

One of those issues was about our Jewish identity— why it’s important in 

these tumultuous times to remain connected to our faith and our people.   I 

would like to recommend an excellent book that was recently published 

called Why Judaism Matters  by John Rosove.   This is a compilation of 

letters written by a prominent Reform Rabbi to his children and the 

millennial generation.   Replete with Talmudic tales and practical parables, 

ancient wisdom with modern relevance, spiritual comfort and intellectual 

stimulation, this book will surely  open up some new lines of connection to 

Judaism, for you and your children or grandchildren.   Take some time in 

this Jewishly quiet month of Cheshvan to read it.   I believe it will be well 

worth the effort.   I would also recommend to you another couple of books, 

two short and very readable volumes called Why Be Jewish? by Rabbi David 

Wolpe, and Judaism’s 10 Best Ideas by Arthur Green.   These along with 

Rabbi Rosove’s book will make for good conversation with your family 

members at your Thanksgiving table.   Like the Jewish holidays, 

Thanksgiving comes late this year, on November 28th, a calendrical 

coincidence.  Darlene and I wish you and your loved ones a very happy and 

fulfilling holiday.  May your feast be FULL and FILLING, without, unlike 

your turkey, getting you too stuffed! 

 

P.S.  Please check this bulletin for all of the special speakers and services we 

will have during the month of November, including our farewell to Bob 

Golubich for his 40 years of service to the Temple.  Cheshvan may be a quiet 

month in terms of Jewish holidays, but it will be a busy one here at Rodef 

Sholom.  

 

Rabbi Muller 
Should you need to reach Rabbi Muller after normal Temple office hours, in the 

evenings, or on the weekends, his cell phone number is (330)531-1461. 
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A Message From Our President 

I hope you all had a very happy and healthy new year. This High Holiday season 

has been a wonderful reminder of the closeness and compassion our 

congregation has for each other and our greater community. Messages of Tikkun 

Olam, social justice, self-reflection, tradition and transitions resonated deeply 

throughout the holidays.  
 

I would like to take this opportunity to further the discussion regarding 

transitions at our Temple. As announced in July and again from the pulpit during 

Erev Rosh Hashana, Rabbi Muller will be retiring on May 31, 2020. While his 

official duties with our congregation will end, Rabbi will transition into the role 

of Rabbi Emeritus of Congregation Rodef Sholom; continuing to have the kavod 

of being an outstanding spiritual leader for our community.  
 

In order to prepare for the transition, Rodef Sholom has been working closely 

with the Union of Reform Judaism (URJ). The URJ provides guidance on 

rabbinical transitions- spanning from hiring an interim and settled rabbi through 

helping manage synagogue transitions. To provide guidance, the URJ has 

developed the URJ Rabbinic Transition Roadmap program; helping 

congregational leadership guide their congregations on this journey. This 

program has been broken into four different modules:  

1. Understanding Transition 

2. Planning and Discovery 

3. Saying Goodbye 

4. Saying Hello 

Congregation Rodef Sholom will be utilizing the lessons and guidance of the 

Roadmap.  
 

While we recognize there will be great challenges in the transition process, my 

goal- as is the goal of the entire Board of Trustees- is to mindful and respectful of 

the broad range of individual emotions and feelings generated by the departure 

of Rabbi Muller. It is critical for us to listen to people’s concerns, fears, hopes, 

and dreams for the future. I strive to ensure you all feel heard and valued. 
 

While some congregants see this as a “change” in rabbinical leadership, others 

may see this stage in Rodef Sholom’s history as a transition into the next phase of 

the congregation. It is important to note that “change” and “transition” are 

different phenomena. Change refers to an external, situational shift, while a 

transition is about the human process of reorienting from one reality to a new 

one. It is clear that Rodef Sholom is in a state of transition; one that will happen 

in multiple stages and will not be a short term process. I will strive to be aware of 

the sacred community that we have within Rodef Sholom. 
 

My hope is to continuously update you on the transition process as we move 

forward.  

L’shalom and respectfully,  

 

Aaron Hively 

President, Board of Trustees 

Congregation Rodef Sholom  3 



 

NOVEMBER  SERVICES 
Saturday, November 2nd, 2019 at 10:00 am 

Torah Portion: Noah, Genesis 6:9—11:32 

Abbreviated Shabbat Service in Tamarkin Chapel followed by 
guest speaker, Michele Perelman, founder of “Oneness.”  Lunch to 

follow in Handler Hall. 
 

Friday, November 8, 2019 at 6:00 pm 

Torah Portion: Lekh-Lekha, Genesis 12:1—17:27 

Shabbat Service in the Sanctuary with special guest speaker, 
Youngstown Mayor Tito Brown followed by a Gala Oneg in 

Handler Hall.   
 

Friday, November 15, 2019 at 6:00 pm 

Torah Portion: Vayera, Genesis 18:1—22:24 

Simchat Shabbat Family Service in Tamarkin Chapel followed by 
a traditional Shabbat dinner.  Nominal cost.  Please RSVP to the 

Temple by November 12th. 
 

Friday, November 22, 2019 at 6:00 pm 

Torah Portion:  Chayei Sarah,  Genesis 23:1—25:18 

Shabbat Service in the Sanctuary followed by Bob Golubich’s 
Retirement Party in Strouss Hall. 

 

Friday, November 29, 2019 at 6:00 pm 
Torah Portion: Toldot, Genesis 25:19—28:9 

Thanksgiving Shabbat Service in Tamarkin Chapel followed by an 
Oneg in Handler Hall. 
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In the rising of the sun and in its going down 
We remember them 

In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn 
We remember them 

YAHRZEITS 

NOVEMBER 2, 2019 

  

NOVEMBER 8, 2019 
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   Jules J. Aron *Elinor S. Goldberg *Sam Pearlstein 

  Anderson Bard *Samuel L. Goldstein *Myrtle Rosenblum 

*Pessie Merel Bazell *Minnie Goldstein   Harold Sacherrman 

*Eleanor Ruth Bernstein *Isaachar J. Goldston *Ethel H. Schagrin 

  Harry Bleier *Philip Heal *Minnie Schlesinger 

  Angela DeAngelo *Albert Hodes *Anna Shulman Somatt 

  Boris Dimenshteyn *Julia Lefkort *Harriet Steiner 

*Martin J. Dittman *Elaine M. Lester *Dr. Lyon P. Strean 

*Alan J. Dreyfus *Florence Lipscher *Ben Tamarkin 

*Jerome Engel *Jere David Lustig *David Traxler 

*Jean L. Eppstein *Jean Miller *Martin Waldman 

*Maurie Rose Fried *Sarah Monus *Mark Yanowitz 

*Rose Freidlob   Rosemary Mundell *Dr. Herman S. Zeve 

  Allen Sheldon Friedman *Eva Hyman Nathan   Dr. Shimon Zuckerman 

*Dr. Philip B. Giber *Helen Pearlstein  

*Claribel G. Allitt *Mamie Ipp *Dr.  Joseph Rosenfeld 

*Lee J. Bachman *Selma Jesano *Samuel Roth 

  Max Beloff   Anne J. Kalmore   Benjamin Routman 

  M.L. Berkowitz *Henry J. Kannensohn   Gerladine L. Rusnak 

  Isadore Berkowitz   Marc F. Katz *Dorothy F. Schagrin 

  Louis Chevlen   Celia Katz   Paul Shapiro 

  Philip Cooper *Stanley Leebaw *Benjamin Otto Shulman 

  John Damioli *Harry H. Levine *Esther Schwartz 

*Dr. Samuel Epstein *Samuel Levy   Nate Simon 

*Abe J. Gold *Robert Jeffrey Millstone   Flora Steinberg 

*Marvin B. Goldstein, M.D. *Al B. Monus   Jacqueline Steinberg 

  Helen M. Goodman   Anne Pazol *Marris R. Turner 

*Zelda Kahn Herz   Lawrence Rawl   Goldie Wolfe 



 

NOVEMBER 15, 2019 

 

* Denotes permanent memorial plaque 

YAHRZEITS CONT. 

NOVEMBER 22, 2019 
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*Walter L. Beck *Benjamin Gould   Rabbi Theodor Levy *Jacob Rosenblum 

  Edith Buslik   Myron Holt *Herman B. Levy *Milton Schantz 

*Edward L. Cohn *Oscar B. Kaufman *Lena Livingston *Frieda L. Snitzer 

  Pauline Dignan *William Lackey   Bruce Pickel   Sigrid Southwood 

*Norman Friedman   Bea Lebby   Dale Pokorney *Esther S. Turk 

  Celia Ginsburg *Zali Lebowitz   Benjamin Rawitz *Arthur I. Waldman 

  Herbert Goldstone   Esther Leeds *Bernard W. Rosenberg *Hyman Young 

*Bette Gossoff *Jake Levine   Leonard J. Rosenberg  

Abraham Bard Harold Gordon Fannie Marder *Dr. Bernard Sisman 

*Lois Friedman Becker Greta Haas *Sidonia Marowitz *Virginia Solomon 

*Ralph Bender Milton Handler *Abraham Messing *Dr. M. Henry Speck 

*Nathan Bolotin *Israel H. Henkin *Dorothy Rosenbaum *Myron E. Speck, M.D. 

Randy Bress *Lena Cohen Heselov *Ina Routman Allan Stecker 

Jerrold Bress Joseph Hume *Ben Rudick *Ilene Fried Stein 

Curtis Chevlen *Herman Kalver Dr. Allan L. Schaffer Harold Teitelbaum 

*Harold Cohen Lt. Howard C. Katz *Paul Schwartz *David Traxler 

Rachel Danino Lillian Clair Lev Bernard Segall *Fred S. Ullman 

Nathan Finegold *Louis Lev *Miriam S. Shields  

*Dr. Philip Ginsburg *James Livingston *Morris Sigal  

NOVEMBER 29, 2019 
*Marian Bower *Henry Goldstein Doris Leopold *Irene W. Randell 

*Samuel Brown *Mendel Aron Harmon Merle Levine *Atty Harry T. Rapport 

*Atty Lozier Caplan *Robert Harris *Gladys Levy *Ruth Robbins 

*Mary Greenber Cohen Wilfred Hertz *Alice Rose Lieblich *Sara K. Rose 

*Edwin H. Cohn *Leo Issac Holt *Sadie Lissauer *Harry Rudick 

*Hattie Ephraim *Abraham Hume *James Lucas *Helen Schwartz 

*Joseph Fibus *Ben Isroff Sophie Malkin *Ann Shapiro 

Fanny Finegold *Rose Kaiser Pearl Weingar Mazer *Louis Silverman 

*Bessie Foxman *Shirley S. Kohn Henry Medvin *Dr. Reuben B. Silverstein 

*Henry G. Friedman *Seymour I. Kornhauser *Rhoda Mostov *Mandel Sisman 

Oscar Morris Glick *Arnold Lackey *Marvin Mostov *Benjamin C. Spiegel 

Lillian Faye Glick *Ben R. Laskin William Ponyman *Roy J. Strasberg 

*Milton Goldman *Jerome Darwin Lefkort *Rosa Printz Katie Vale 

   *Abe L. Wiesner 



 

PULPIT FLOWERS 
November 8th 

In loving memory of father: 

Dr. Marvin Goldstein 

By Eleanor Jacobs 

In loving memory of : 

Henry J. Kannensohn 

By Louise & Fred Kannensohn 

In loving memory of husband and father: 

Stanley Leebaw 

By Helen Leebaw & Family 

In loving memory of father and grandfather: 

John Damioli 

By Jodie, Dale, James and Michael Damioli 

In loving memory of father: 

Dr. Samuel Epstein 

By Sybil & Bruce Epstein 

In loving memory of: 

Dorothy Schagrin 

By The Schagrin Family  
 

November 15th 
In loving memory of father and grandfather: 

Edward L. Cohn 
By Lisa Chiarella & Family 

By Randi Carnahan & Family 

By Mitch Cohn & Family 
 

November 22nd 
In loving memory of father and grandfather: 

Roy Strasberg 
By Jeanne & Ken Fibus and Family 

 

November 29th 
In loving memory of mother and father: 

Alice & Jerome Lieblich 
By Susan & Richard Thomashow and Family 

By Nancy Lieblich 
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SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT 

     1 2 

Tot Shabbat 
9:00am 
 

Unity Shabbat 
10:00am 

3 

Daylight 
Savings Ends 

Set clocks back 
one hour at 
2:00am 

4 5 6 
Executive 
Board Meeting 

5:15 pm 

7 8 

Shabbat Service 
with Mayor 
Tito Brown 

6:00pm 

9 

10 11 

 

12 13 

Board Meeting 

6:45pm 

14 15 

Simchat 
Shabbat Family 
Service 

6:00pm 

16 

17 18 

 

19 20 21 22 

Shabbat Service 
honoring Bob’s 
Retirement 
6:00pm 
 

Party to follow 
service 

23 

24 25 

 

26 

Interfaith 
Breakfast 

7:30am 

27 28 

Office 
Closed—
Thanksgiving 

29 

Office Closed 

Thanksgiving 
Shabbat Service 

6:00 pm 

30 

       

November 2019 
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Rabbinical Search Information 

Transparency and Inclusiveness 

A new chapter in the CRS story will unfold next year 

(2020). When our beloved Rabbi Muller retires on May 

31, 2020, after having served our congregation for twenty-

five wonderful years; we will welcome a new spiritual 

leader. Fortunately, the process for identifying that person 

is well defined.  
 

As a member congregation of the Union for Reform 

Judaism (URJ), CRS has the support of the Rabbinical 

Placement Commission, which oversees the recruitment 

and placement of rabbis in Reform congregations. We will 

work closely with the Commission, and our search process 

will be guided by its rules. 

 

The congregants responsible for the search process are 

members of our Rabbinical Search Committee. The 

makeup of the Committee is purposely diverse enough to 

represent our synagogues’ membership. We are fortunate 

to have such fine people on our Committee! They are 

positive, smart and thoughtful, and they bring valuable 

insights, expertise, and life experience to the table. We 

look forward to collaborating on the sacred task before us:  
 

• Nancy Burnett | Co-Chair 

• Elliot Legow | Co-Chair 

• Inez Heal 

• Rachel Kay 

• Hilari Lipkin 

• Bob Rawl 

• Dick Shapiro 

• Kim Trachtman 
 

Before the search process could begin, the Board of 

trustees had to consider whether an interim rabbi or settled 

rabbi should immediately succeed Rabbi Muller. After 

extensive research and consultation with the URJ and 

other experts, and carefully considering both options, the 

Board decided that n interim rabbi would be best for the 

congregation.  

• An interim rabbi is specially trained to be a 

“transitional” rabbi. The person we engage to serve us 

in this role will lead CRS for 1-2 years. According to 

the Rabbinical Placement Commission rules, he/ she is 

not eligible to apply for the position of settled rabbi.  

We are fortunate to have had such a  wonderful rabbi for 

so long. In fact, Rabbi Muller is the only rabbi many 

congregants have known. We understandably feel such a 

strong attachment to him. Frankly, it would be difficult for 

the next settled rabbi to directly follow him. Even if 

Moses were available, some of us may complain about his 

being “slow of speech and slow of tongue” (Exodus 4:10). 
 

• With an interim rabbi, we can adapt to the idea of 

Rabbi Muller becoming our Rabbi Emeritus. We will 

be able to put some distance between settled rabbis 

and use the interim year to separate ourselves. We can 

ease into the reality of Rabbi Muller’s departure, 

instead of having to adjust to a new, settled rabbi 

overnight.  

  

• Interim rabbis are committed to their profession. It is 

what they do- a year here and there. They are not 

retired rabbis looking for an easy short-term job; nor 

active rabbis who could not find a permanent position. 

Whoever we engage as an interim rabbi will be well 

acquainted with the issues and emotions typical in our 

situation.  

  

The Rabbinical Search Committee official began its search 

process around the 2019 High Holiday season. The 

engaged rabbi will begin on July 1, 2020. The next task 

will be to carry out the search for a settled rabbi; 

conducted by a new Committee.  
 

The Committee intends for the search process to be as 

transparent and inclusive as possible. They understand that 

they will be acting on your behalf and urge you to take 

advantage of the opportunities that will occur for you to 

provide input. In addition, at every stage of the process, 

feel free to contact any member of the Committee with 

your comments.  



 

Interim Rabbi Search Committee Report 

Nancy Burnett & Elliot Legow, Co-Chairs 

 At the direction of the Board of Trustees, we have been appointed as the co-

chairs of a Search Committee to select an Interim Rabbi to serve Congregation 

Rodef Sholom after Rabbi Muller’s service ends on May 31, 2020.   

Interim Rabbis generally serve for one year but may be asked to continue for 

a second year.  Interim Rabbis are not considered candidates for permanent hiring 

by the congregation. 

Joining us on the Search Committee are:  former Rodef Sholom presidents 

Dick Shapiro and Inez Heal, former Rodef Sholom board member Hilari Lipkin, 

current board member Bob Rawl, Kim Trachtman and Rachel Kay.   

 The CCAR [Central Conference of American Rabbis] and URJ [Union for 

Reform Judaism] have provided useful materials to help us with the search process.  

The CCAR has established procedures guiding the search and hiring process. 

 We also will be guided by Rabbi Muller’s suggestions in his Rosh Hashanah 

sermon that we should observe the principles of organization, decisiveness, 

equanimity, humility, calmness and silence. 

 We have posted a job description with the CCAR and anticipate receipt of 

resumes by November.   After reviewing the candidates’ submissions, we will 

conduct interviews and hope to make a recommendation to the Board by January.   
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Congregation Rodef Sholom 

Security Update  |  November 2019 

Congregation Rodef Sholom’s Security Committee is continuing to work on recognizing the security 
measures and risks within our Temple. It is prudent that CRS revisit and reassess our security plans, 
measures, and procedures on a regular basis. 
 

During the upcoming months the following actions will be taken to ensure strengthening security in 

our congregation:  

 

• Vulnerability assessments will be conducted for both Rodef Sholom and the Rodef Sholom 

cemetery. These will be done in collaboration with the Youngstown Area Jewish Federation, 

Jewish Community Center of Youngstown, and Youngstown Police Department.  

• Four security grant applications will be submitted focusing on security infrastructure; inclusive of 

capital investments and personnel/ communication funding. 

• Continuation of strengthening relationships with law enforcement and various security agencies 

in our area. 

 

Congregation Rodef Sholom would like to extend a special thank you to the Youngstown Police 

Department for its commitment and presence during the 2019 High Holiday season. At a time of 

increased vulnerability, Congregation Rodef Sholom is proud and lucky to have the YPD protecting 

our community and ensuring a sense of security and comfort.  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

2019 Congregation Rodef Sholom Security Committee 

 

Tod Newman, Chair 

Doug Abbatiello 

Sally Blau 

Nancy Burnett 

Michael Rawl 

Herb Soss 

Rob Elston, Federation Security Coordinator 

Captain Kevin Mercer, YPD 

Detective Sergeant George Anderson, YPD  
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Hannukah is right around the corner.  The Gift Shop has a large supply of dreidels, gelt, 
beautiful menorahs for all ages, gift wrap, and latke platters.   

 

**The Jewish Museum of New York 16 month calendar September 2019-December 2020 are available in 
the Rodef Sholom Gift Shop, limited supply $12.00, reserve yours now!  

 

 

Following the tragedies in Pittsburgh and Poway, CA, we now have the “Stronger Than Hate” 
yarmulkes for $12.  Supply is limited. 

 

Inspired Generations contemporary giftware is available for weddings, hostess gifts, or just to update 
your home!  Inspired Generations giftware is also being sold at local fine giftware stores so why not support 

your Temple gift shop! 
 

Please contact Darlene Muller at 330.759.4576 for inquiries regarding  special item 
orders and new products. Thank you for your continued support! 

RODEF SHOLOM SISTERHOOD NEWS 
Prayer - Study– Network– Get Connected! The future is ours to create! 

RODEF SHOLOM GIFT SHOP NEWS 
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Erev Rosh Hashanah and Kol Nidre were wonderful and meaningful this year.  Our caterer, Chrystal’s, 
made sure that both meals, service and atmosphere were absolutely fabulous.  Our Strouss Hall was 
filled to capacity for both holiday dinners. It is truly special to celebrate the holidays together.  We are 
sending a huge applause, appreciation and kindness to everyone who works so hard to make our 
holiday dinners so fabulous. 

Kandy and I as well as many of our Sisterhood members put so much time, effort and love into all of 
our busy holiday preparations this high holiday season.  We’d like to thank, Lisa Levy, Nancy 
Burnett, Helen Sacherman, Toni Greenbaum, Bonnie Lehman, Samie Winick, Alisa 
Greenblatt, Phyliss Freedman, Rosilyn Hixson, Inez Heal, Yetta Gluck, Barbara 
Kirkorsky, Sarah Wilschek, Kandy Rawl, and Sally Blau for all their help setting up all the 
holiday dinners. 

 

Kandy and I want to extend a special thank you to Rabbi, Sarah and Jenny to all their time and caring 
that they put forth this holiday season. 

 
With love and Sisterhood- 

 
Kandy Rawl and Sally M. Blau 

Save the Date 

The Annual Sisterhood Interfaith Tea Party 

Where:  Congregation Rodef Sholom 

When:  Tuesday, February 4th, 2019 

**More details to follow in the coming months** 
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Good morning. I am Rabbi Frank Muller, spiritual leader of Congregation Rodef Sholom. We are here today to 

pause and remember. “To Remember. To Repair. Together.” That is the operative phrase for this day of 

remembrance, as people of all faiths are gathering in places throughout our nation to honor the lives lost and the 

people affected by the attack on three Pittsburgh synagogues, all sharing one building, on the morning of October 

27, 2018. On behalf of the Officers, Board and membership of Congregation Rodef Sholom, I want to express our 

deepest gratitude and appreciation to the leadership and membership of the Unitarian Universalist Church of 

Youngstown, for agreeing to hold your Sunday morning worship service in our Temple today. 

 

I want to especially thank Rev. Joseph Boyd, not only for his willingness to put this program together on such 

short notice, but for his utter receptivity to, and enthusiasm for, the whole idea of our respective congregations 

coming together today.  Before I had even finished asking whether he and your blessed congregation would be 

interested in such an endeavor, he responded, “We’ll be there”. There was no hesitation whatsoever. All of you 

need to know that Rev. Boyd has been a true friend to me, to this congregation, and to our Jewish community 

throughout the disturbing and tumultuous events that have shaken the Jewish world over the past year. Besides 

the attack in Pittsburgh, another synagogue was attacked by a lone gunman in San Diego, California, exactly 6 

months to the day after Tree of Life, on April 27th of this year. One week later, on May 3, we had a memorial 

service right here in this sanctuary for the woman who was killed and the rabbi who was injured on that terrible 

day. Rev. Boyd was in attendance. And Rev. Boyd was there for us once again, this time over the summer, on 

August 16, when a local white supremacist posted a video on the Internet showing him shooting an assault rifle, 

accompanied by the sounds of sirens and screams, with a caption reading, “Police identify shooter of Youngstown 

Jewish Family Center as local white nationalist…”, and then his name is listed, but I will not mention his name 

because notoriety is exactly what these deranged individuals want.  Of course this horrific scenario never actually 

occurred, but the very next day, I received an email from my good friend and caring colleague Rev. Boyd, to see if 

my wife and I were alright and if there was anything he could do to help the Jewish community. Thank you, 

Joseph, for always being there for me, this Temple, and our Jewish community. You are a true chaver, which is 

the Hebrew word for friend. 

 

Dear friends, what we are doing today is probably unique, in that a Temple doesn’t host a church service in its 

wings very often. But this is part of a much larger phenomenon that has taken place during the past year. That 

phenomenon, which is truly phenomenal,  is religious communities of differing faiths answering the clarion calls 

of Leviticus 19, “Do not stand idly by the blood of your neighbor”, and “Love your neighbor as yourself”. This 

phenomenon is about religious communities rallying to comfort and bolster their Jewish neighbors in their time 

of need. One unforeseen outcome of the anti-semitic hate crimes which have left such a devastating wake of 

bloodshed and violence has been the bonds which have been formed between our respective faith communities. 

Churches and also mosques have showed up, offering their emotional, sometimes even financial support, to their 

Jewish brothers and sisters, to help us recover and move forward. That’s what’s happened at the Tree of 

Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, and that’s what’s happening here right now. May this service of solidarity today 

forge even stronger bonds between us, and may we both go, not just from strength to strength, but today, from 

sadness and sorrow, to a brighter tomorrow. 

To Remember.  To Repair.  Together. 
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October 27, 2019 at Congregation Rodef Sholom.  Opening Remarks by Rabbi Muller at 

the one year commemoration of the Synagogue shooting in Pittsburgh. 



 

~Pictures from the High Holidays~ 

Tashlich at Crandall 

Park on Rosh 

Hashanah. 

Saying the special 

Tashlich prayers. 

Tossing bread 

crumbs into the 

water. 

Past Presidents holding Torahs 

on Kol Nidre, a Rodef Sholom 

tradtion. 

Simchat Torah 

 “For out of Zion shall 

go forth Torah” 

Rabbi Muller with 

Simcha (Caroline 

Scharf) perfomring 

the skit, “Simcha 

the Zion King,” 

written by Rabbi for 

the Yom Kippur 

Children’s Service. 
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Sukkot 5780 

Sukkot is one of the most joyful holidays.  This year was no exception.   

 For the second year in a row Sukkot was kicked off at Ohev Tzedek.  The event began early in the 
day with a Sukkah decorating get together.  Twenty-three people from Rodef Sholom (mostly kids, see 
picture and caption), organized by Sarah Wilschek and Hunter Thomas, spent a couple of hours taking a 
bare Sukkah and creating it into a warm and welcoming place.   

 Activity picked up again at 4:00 PM when the final film of the Jewish Film Festival, Women’s 
Balcony, was shown.  An interesting Israeli film, subtitled, that portrayed some of the problems that 
orthodox women face when seeking the desire to take part in their religion.   

 The film was immediately followed by candle lighting performed by Beth Holloway and then a 
short service led by Rabbi Schonberger and Sandy Kessler.  Everyone then went in around the Sukkah for 
a short presentation by Rabbi Muller who appeared as Rabbi Abraham Heschel and discussed one of his 
works and to perform a kiddush to fulfill the mitzvah and taking part in the Sukkah.  

 The evening was concluded with a festive holiday meal, with people having the option of either 
eating in the brisk weather of the Sukkah or in the comfort of our social hall.   The meal, prepared by Art 
Einzig and a crew of volunteers from Ohev Tzedek, consisted of Minestrone Soup, Garlic Bread, Eggplant 
Parmesan with pasta, balsamic glazed portabellas, salad and warm apple crisp with vanilla ice cream.    

 This event was the next to last joint programs of the combined synagogues functions for this cycle 
with Simcha Torah which took at El Emeth on the 21st of October.  

 Once again the joining of the congregations for shared events is proving that there is still life in 
our Jewish Community. 

Ohev Tzedek Synagogue’s Community Sukkah being 

decorated,  with many thanks to our Sukkot decorators 

from Rodef Sholom  (Listed by family): 
 
 

Jacob and Shayna Wilschek 

Josh and Arthur Greenbaum 

Magda, Ethan, and Ilana Cohen 

Kim, Dan, Caleb, Rhett, and Madelina Gear 

Violet, Thomas, Juniper, Lawren, and Kandy Rawl 

Emily, Conner, and Michael Fitzpatrick 

Matan Norani 
 
 

And Special Thanks to Sarah Wilschek and Hunter 
Thomas for not only helping but for organizing the event. 

 

Will the real Abraham Joshua 

Heschel please stand up! 

Our Rabbi poses as the 20th century modern Jewish 

theologian, whose theory of finding awe and wonder 

in the natural world echoes a major theme of Sukkot.  

Inviting famous Jewish personalities from the past is 

a popular Sukkot tradition. 



 

NOVEMBER  ONEGS 
November 2nd 

In loving memory of husband: 

Philip A. Heal and other Loved Ones 

By Inez Heal 
 

November 8th 

In loving memory of brother:  

Joe Winick 

By Samie Winick 
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Save the Date! 
Saturday Evening, May 30, 2020 

Details to follow 



 

 

Todah Rabbah ~ Many Thanks! 
 Todah Rabbah to Debbie & Jeff Grinstein,  Robin & Ken Wilschek, Bobbi & Peter 

Grinstein, and Bernice & David Cohen for sponsoring the Oneg after Simchat Torah and 

Consecration, in honor of the Consecration of their grandson, Jacob Wilschek. 

 Todah Rabbah to Mari Alschuler for sponsoring the Oneg on October 26th after the 

Shabbat service in memory of her grandmothers, Sarah Alschuler and Beatrice Van Wye. 

 Todah Rabbah to Marcia Levy for her wonderful presentation on “Famous Jewish Men” 

that was held after Shabbat services on October 26th.   

 A very special Todah Rabbah to Kandy Rawl for all of the beautiful Onegs she made for 

the High Holidays this year including the Rosh Hashanah Dessert Oneg, Break the Fast, 

and Sisterhood in the Sukkah.  All the meals were so delicious and enjoyed by all! 

 Todah Rabbah to The Oyer Children and their spouses for their generous donation to 

formally rename the Mitzvah Meal Fund to Marilyn’s Mitzvah Meals in loving memory of 

their late mother and our dear congregant, Marilyn Oyer. 

Please welcome our new members! 

• Linda (Manevich) Hughes 

• Marvin Lebby 

• Hunter Thomas 

• Magda & Eric Cohen and their children, Ethan and Ilana 

Mazel Tov! 
 Mazel Tov to Sandy & Gene Mallen on the birth of their great granddaughter, Ella 

Rose.  Her parents are Lisa & Robin  Marriott , and her grandparents are Mark Mallen & 

Stephanie Mallen. 

 Mazel Tov to Shelia & Bob Golubich on the birth of their 16th great grandchild 

Penelope Hope! 

 Mazel Tov to Sarah & David Wilschek on the Consecration of their son, Jacob! 

 Mazel Tov to Darlene & Rabbi Muller on the Consecration of their granddaughter, 

Maya Spitz! 
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MAZEL TOV 
MAZEL TOV TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS                                                  

ON THEIR NOVEMBER ANNIVERSARIES: 

 

Mazel Tov to the following members for a special 

birthday in November 

November 4th Marie & David Routman (24 years) November 21st Sherri  & Ira Pataki (27 years) 

November 5th Joanne & Bert Zusman (16 years) November 22nd Linda & Stan Palumbo (39 years) 

November 8th Patty & Daniel Gerin (33 years) November 26th Joy & Martin White (15 years) 

 Lauren & Yale Levy (22 years) November 28th Linda & Fred Knox (55 years) 

November 10th Mary & Michael Monus (21 years) November 29th Linda & William Shapiro (50 years) 

November 11th Margaret & Alan Gittis (47 years)  Kay & Jerry Tamarkin (60 years) 

November 14th Nancy & Harvey Kayne (43 years)   
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November 10th: Fran Rothenberg 

November 15th: Herb Soss 

November 21st: Rabbi Muller 

New and 50 Year Members 

Here is an update to the New and 50 Year Member List from October’s Bulletin.  We apologize 

that they were omitted due to incorrect information. 

50 Year Members New Members 

Marcia Levy Alisa Greenblatt & Alex Zulotushkin 

Susan & Max Malkoff Sidney Steiner 

The Ritual Committee Needs New Members 
The Ritual Committee of Rodef Sholom has the important role of working with Rabbi to develop service ideas, to review 

past services, to suggest changes in ritual procedures.  The committee is active and is always looking to broaden input 

from the congregation.  Our role may become even more important as Rodef transitions from Rabbi Muller’s long 

service to an interim Rabbi and a year or two later to a new permanent Rabbi.  We welcome membership from 

congregants with diverse viewpoints and ritual experiences.  The Ritual Committee meets every two to three months.  

Our meeting times are adjusted to try and accommodate the greatest number of participants.  We most often meet at 

noon, but have been known to hold meetings at 8 am or 4 pm.   

If you have any questions about the committee, please feel free to contact me.  If you would like to join the committee, 

please advise the office and me. 

Elliot Legow, Ritual Chair  |  phone 330-519-1907 or 330-759-7988  |  ELegow@gmail.com 



 

TOILETRY PROJECT 
LITTLE THINGS MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE 

Shampoos, conditioners, lotions, toothpaste, toothbrushes, dental floss, soaps, razors...small toiletries 
that you might pick up in hotels when traveling would be so appreciated by those in need. I have been 
distributing baggies filled with all of the above items to people at the Food Bank, Sojourner House, 
Homeless Shelters and others in need. I will pick up at the following drop off places: Jewish Community 
Center, Congregation Rodef Sholom, Temple El Emeth, Ohev Tzedek, Universalist Unitarian Church and 
Churchill Methodist Church. 

An easy way to help in a big way. Thank you so much. 

 

TZEDAKAH CIRCLE 

 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

In appreciation of: 

Sarah Wilschek 

By an anonymous donor 

In loving memory of: 

David Penner 

By Elayne Rusnak 

By Lauren & Yale Levy and Family 

By Susan & Jeff Levy and Family 

By The Youngstown Country Club 
9’ers 

By Ellie Penner 

In loving memory of: 

Milton Schwartz 

By Diane & Richard Schwartz 

In loving memory of: 

Randy Bress 

By Karen & Ted Kunkel and 
Family 

In loving memory of : 

Imre Grossberg 

By Adele & Nathan Bark 

In celebration of: 

The Consecration of Jacob 
Wilschek 

By Terri & Steve Anderson 

In loving memory of: 

Rabbi Berkowitz 

By Barbara & Lee Feldman 

In celebration of: 

The Consecration of their 
son, Jacob 

By Sarah & David Wilschek 
 

MARILYN’S 
MITZVAH MEALS 

The speedy recovery of: 

Dr. David Waldman 

By Lisa & Blondie Levy 

In loving memory of: 

Solomon Sherman 

By Phyllis & Michael DeRosa and 
Family 

In loving memory of: 

David Penner 

By Yetta & Paul Gluck 

In loving memory of father: 

Harry S. Post 

By Ilene Malasky-Frankle and 
Family 

In memory of beloved mother: 

Harriet Ruth Schwebel 

In loving memory of: 

Brian Carnahan 

By Bruce & Suzyn Schwebel 
Epstein 

 

In loving memory of mother: 

Helen Levine 

By Linda & David Levine 

In loving memory mother: 

Marilyn Oyer 

By The Oyer Children 

In loving memory of 
grandmother: 

Goldie Wolfe 

By Sybil & Art Epstein 

In loving memory of: 

Marie Bleier Weiss 

By Beverly & Alan Nathan 

In loving memory of husband: 

Philip A. Heal 

By Inez Heal 

In appreciation of: 

Holiday Guests 

By Jeanette Mandel 
 

CEMETERY  FUND 

In loving memory of: 

David Penner 

By Bernetta & Chuck Margala 

By Lenore Ackerman 

By Jonathan Spiegel, Rebbeca & 
David Grossman, and Mira & 
Robert Spiegel 

By Amy & Bob Hendricks 
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TZEDAKAH CONT. 

By Carole and Bill Weimer 

By Barbara & Charles 
McCrudden 

By Frances Rouhana 

By Neil Altman 

By Inez Heal 

In loving memory of : 

Imre Grossberg 

By Adele & Nathan Bark 

In loving memory of husband: 

Stanley Leebaw 

By Helen Leebaw 

In loving memory of 
grandparents: 

Fannie & David Freedman 

In loving memory of daughter: 

Pearl Freedman 

In loving memory of parents: 

Jeannette & Eugene Lauger 

By Brahna Lauger Wilczynski 

 

RABBI’S 
DISCRETIONARY 
FUND 

In loving memory of: 

Jean Spikell 

By Stella & Walter Spikell 

In loving memory of : 

Jacqueline Abrams 

By Karen & Richard Abrams and 
Family 

In loving memory of: 

Natalie Jubelirer 

By Steven Jubelirer 

In loving memory of sister: 

Rosemary Mundell 

By Bobby & Jim Pazol 

 

 

ONEG FUND 

In loving memory of father: 

Irving Burger 

By Debra Burger 

In loving memory of fathers/
grandfathers: 

Elmer Malone 

Lawrence Rawl 

By Kandy & Bob Rawl and 
Family 

In loving memory of parents: 

Rebecca & Boris 
Dimenshteyn 

By Milana Dimenstein 
 

BROTHERHOOD 
FUND 

In loving memory of: 

David Penner 

By Shirley Arnold 

By Brigitt & Rob Berk and 
Family 
 

MORRIS 
BERKOWITZ FUND 

In loving memory of mother: 

Helen Goodman 

By Linda & Dick Goodman 

 

MORRIS & ESTHER 
SIMON FUND 

In loving memory of 
grandmother: 

Pauline Nelson 

By Jenn, Brad, Neela, Maren, 
Jayde & Brooklynn Simon 

 

 

 

 

SOCIAL ACTION 
FUND 

In honor of: 

Sandy & Gene Mallen 

By The Mallen Children 

 

MUSIC FUND 

In celebration of: 

The Consecration of Jacob 
Wilschek 

By Yetta & Paul Gluck 

 

SISTERHOOD FUND 

In loving memory of 
grandmother: 

Celia Katz 

By the twins, Sue Soss & Sandi 
Sachs and brother Bob Katz 
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Events in the Community 
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Center for Judaic and Holocaust Studies 
Youngstown State University 

 

Jewish-Muslim Forum for Fall 2019 
 

“Jesus in Jewish and Muslim Perspectives” 
 

A discussion with Drs. Mustansir Mir and Jacob 
Ari Labendz 

 

Co-Sponsored by the Center for Judaic and 
Holocaust Studies and the Center for Islamic 

Studies at Youngstown State University 
 

November 14 at 7:00 pm in the Gallery Room of 
the Kilcawley Center 

 

This event is free and open to the public. 
Refreshments will be served. 

Parking is available for guests in the M-70 lot at 
YSU (at the corner of 5th Ave. and Grant St.). 

Use the Grant St. entrance and tell the 
attendant you are coming for the Jewish-

Muslim Forum. 
 

Scholarships Available 
 

Jewish students and students interested in 
pursuing Jewish studies at YSU should contact 
the Office of Financial Aid. There are a number 

of scholarships for which they may qualify. 
 

For more information about the CJHS, contact 
Dr. Jacob Labendz: 

jlabendz@ysu.edu / (330) 941-1603 

mailto:jlabendz@ysu.edu
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SPONSORSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE 

Please contact the Temple office                                                    

at 330.744.5001 to help underwrite the                                         

cost of the bulletin.  

Our  Star Sponsors 


